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With the constant change of the enterprise management environment and more 
and more fierce market competition, it has become a top priority that how to 
standardize management makes more sales profits to the enterprise.At the same time , 
The level of its management has become a key factor to obtain profit. Because of the 
consumer to a merchant's loyalty is not innate, businesses must rely on the effective 
methods to strive for the consumers’ loyalty.Making consumers loyal to their own 
commodities plannedly and systematicly has been one of the marketing strategy 
planning principles of modern enterprises to maintain customer loyalty, and is a 
powerful means to improve their competitiveness .When it comes to the 
significance,a management information system is very vital to the core 
competitiveness of the enterprises which has the characteristics of the 
open ,efficiency and prolongation. 
After a brief overview about research background and significance on  
member credits management system of mobile phone shop, the brief introduction is 
carried on about the member credits basic theory and basic principles.Then I 
establish the credits system model. Redis, Tomcat, Spring MVC and other major 
technologies are introduced to used in the system development. This essay detailedly 
introduces the demand of the member credits system of mibole phone shops, the 
function of each function block and so on.It gives out the system’s overall design, 
database design and interface design. The member management and the main 
functions such as database connection coding is introduced. Finally , carrying on the 
design of software testing process, the process is fromed by the writing of the test 
objectives, plans, schemes , the choice of test environment, and the output of the test 
results.It is tested from various aspects to test system stability, security, and 
availability. After a large number tests and unceasingly changes to ascend, a 
relatively mature member credits system of mibole phone shops has been designed.  
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